
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS 2018 

 

Keynote Address: Best Day Ever      Steve Spangler 

Steve Spangler’s keynotes entertain, educate, and fascinate audiences with an interactive style of learning 

that creates an atmosphere of fun and creativity.  From the moment Steve steps on the stage, you know 

that this is not going to be your ordinary five points and a poem presentation.  The energy is high, the 

visuals are wildly fun and the stories are filled with laughter that punctuates the deeper lessons of 

professional development and personal growth.  Steve not only teaches the secrets of high-level 

engagement, he turns the audience into a giant example of what’s possible when the learning environment 

is positive and fun.  As a Hall of Fame speaker, Steve will inspire and motivate your audience to create 

their own unforgettable experiences. Whether you’re inspiring your leaders, motivating employees, or 

sparking creativity, Steve believes the name of the game is engagement… and it’s the skill that will set you 

part from everyone else. 
(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

12 Ways to Create a Positive Learning Environment   Maria Abercrombie 

Come and explore practical strategies for promoting positive work environment in an effort to reduce staff 

turnover and increase employee motivation and performance. 

(Directors Only) 

 

What Every Preschooler Needs to Know and Learn    Brenda Fitzgerald  

The objective of this workshop is to examine the four domains and the development of each domain for 

emotional stability, social graces, academic and physical development. 

(Directors Only) 

 

Director’s Open Forum         Brenda Fitzgerald 

Question and Answer session to discuss issues pertaining to directing a preschool program. 

(Directors Only) 

 

STEM in Early childhood        Maria Abercrombie 

Gain a new understanding of the foundations of STEM education and practical applications for the 

preschool classroom. 

(Appropriate for Three’s & Four’s) 

 

Classroom Management Through Music      Julie Austin 

When children are moving to music, singing, gesturing, and smiling, we are seeing learning at its best. 

This is a sing-along, move-along presentation filled with musical movement and ways to engage all children 

during circle time and throughout the day. 

(Toddlers, Two’s, Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 



Questions are the Answers: Using Questions as a Teaching Tool  Merry Barlow 

Want your preschoolers to be inquisitive, problem solving, critical thinkers?  How about getting your toddler 

to speak more?  Want to diminish tattling?  This workshop will explore how using questions can address 

these and other goals in an early childhood setting in this interactive workshop.  Participants will gain 

insights and resources to bolster their teaching. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Speak, Sing, Move, and Play!        Judith Beale 

Music and moving are a part of every child.  While working with young children, you know they are rarely 

still.  This session will keep you on your toes as we explore a variety of activities for all children using 

speech, songs, instruments, and more.  Be prepared to speak, sing, move, and play while having fun the 

preschool way! 

(Toddlers, Two’s, Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 

The Four C’s of Helping Children Manage Upsets     Dr. Douglas Bell 

Participants will learn practical strategies to prevent upsets and guide young children in managing upsets. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Big Body Play: Why Something So Scary is So Good for Children  Frances Carlson 

Learn how big body parts play supports all children’s cognitive, social, emotional, and physical 

development and how big body play is different from real fighting.  Participants will have tools for 

supervising big body play and for creating the environment that supports all children playing roughly with 

their bodies, both inside and outdoors. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Sensational Classrooms: Using Sensory Based Strategies to  

Support Learning         Roeline Du Plessis 

Participants will understand how sensory motor processing impacts self-regulation and learning.  They will 

be able to adapt learning environment to meet students’ sensory needs and optimize learning. 

(Appropriate for Two’s, Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 

The Language of Math             Gina Elowe and Pamela Kurkoski 

What does language have to do with early childhood math?  EVERYTHING!  Research supports the idea 

that a strong foundation in early childhood math supports later school success across the curriculum.  

Please join us in a “working” workshop discussion which will highlight the latest research in early childhood 

math and the importance of “math conversations”, our discoveries in our process, and how this can be 

implemented in an early childhood classroom.   Activities, discussions, and resources for you are an 

integral part of this workshop experience. 

(Appropriate for Four’s, Kindergarten, & First Grade) 

 

 



Creating A Climate That Supports Special Needs Preschoolers   Helen Geesey 

Participants will learn to identify barriers in the current preschool to effectively working with special needs 

children, and strategize steps for directors to consider in molding a positive impact on the preschool climate 

for special needs children. They will create a plan of action to include in policies and procedures and create 

a staff development plan with training in successful techniques for working with special needs children. 

(Appropriate for Three’s & Four’s) 

 

Fine Motor Skills…Write out of the Box!      Dr. Marianne Gibbs 

Occupational therapist and NAEYC presenter shares activities and rationale for the WHATs, HOWs, and 

WHYs of hand skill development as it relates to children 3-6 years old.  Fun and easy-to-implement 

activities and strategies are demonstrated for improving students’ future handwriting efficiency and scissor 

skills…Write out of the box! 

(Appropriate for Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 

Critical Conversations with Parents       Charlette M. Green 

Discussing your concerns with parents should occur early.  This session will provide strategies for 

communicating concerns with parents: how to say them and what not to say. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Crisis Communications:  It’s Not a Matter of If, But When   Philip Hauserman 

Attend this workshop to learn how to effectively prepare for and manage communications during a crisis 

situation to minimize exposure and manage reputational risk.  Directors and administrators will leave with 

a greater awareness of possible issues facing your school, a better understanding of when and how you 

should engage in crisis situations, and enhanced confidence for managing media attention and parental 

alarm. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Constructing Circle Time        Natalie Jones 

“The More We Get Together”, as the song says, “the Happier We’ll Be”.  Could they possibly be singing 

about Circle Time???  Because in reality, having your class altogether can be one of the most difficult parts 

of the day.  This workshop aims to turn Circle Time into an Inspiration Station, motivating children to work 

together and succeed the whole day.  See how to introduce the learning day with field-tested techniques 

and activities to help children listen, take turns, and work as a group.  Structure will be discussed and a 

breakdown of the parts of   circle time to give you some fresh ideas.  You can begin to develop plans that 

will engage your children for longer periods and create a strong group – a class that works together. 

(Appropriate for Two’s, Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 

It’s Not Another Thing to Do: How GELDS & Developmental  
Monitoring Work Together       Demetria Joyce & Bridget Ratajczak 

This workshop will identify what developmental monitoring is, and the tools / resources available. 
Demonstrate awareness of the GELDS and their connection to developmental monitoring. Identify 
resources available to support children who are demonstrating delays.  
(Appropriate for Infants, Toddlers, Two's, Three's, & Four's) 



Boxes, Bowls, and Buckets: Classroom Organization    Gina Mansour 

This class will give participants ideas for containing materials in a way that is organized and easily 

assessable.  In addition, we will discuss different ways to change learning materials throughout the year 

to keep students’ interests high. 

(Appropriate for Two’s, Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 

Transition Tool Box         Donna Moyer 

Attention Grabbers, Gear Changers, Time Fillers, It’s all in your TRANSITION TOOLBOX!  Time spent 

between activities is often unproductive and leads to chaos.  Promote success in your classroom by using 

the “tools” from this workshop to capture your students’ attention and easily move through the preschool 

day.   

(Appropriate for Three’s, Four’s, & Kindergarten) 

 

Handling Emergencies         Rodney Pires 

The primary objective is teaching how to minimize the impact of emergencies on staff and students.  We 

will discuss key issues that teachers need to know to reduce the impact of trauma on staff and students. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Sight Words: The Glue Needed for Reading Comprehension   Betsy Primm 

Preschoolers are expected to start Kindergarten knowing approximately 25 sight words.  Second graders 

are expected to know 220 sight words.  This workshop will explain their importance, provide participants 

with 5 teaching strategies, one correction procedure, and many games to give children practice in learning 

the words appropriate for their age or grade. 

(Appropriate for Four’s, Kindergarten, First, Second, & Third Grade) 

 

A Trip to Toddler Town         Kim Reignier 

Create a space where infants and toddlers love to play – a special learning environment that is fun and 

inviting, yet convenient and comfortable for teachers. 

(Appropriate for Infants & Toddlers) 

 

It’s So Squishy! Process Art for Infants and Toddlers    Linda Travers 

Just what do infants and toddlers learn through sensory play with "art materials" squishy and found 
objects?  What do we learn from art and explorations with young children?  This workshop provides a 
hands-on approach to children's acquisitions of "artistic" elements where the teachers will learn there is so 
much more than footprints and handprints.  Just be ready to get messy....... 
(Appropriate for Infants, Toddlers, & Two’s) 

 

Women’s Self Defense         Eric Horton 

Women’s Self Defense- Don’t be a statistic.  Learn how to protect yourself.  Learn from two qualified 

Black belts how to stay out of harm’s way and to counter when harm comes your way. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 



Early Detection of Developmental Delays and Disabilities   Rita Young 

This training has been designed by the Georgia Department of Public Health, Maternal and Child Health, 

as an introduction to the early signs of developmental delays and chronic health conditions and in addition, 

to provide the state, local, and national resources to inform and support families.  

(Appropriate for all ages)  

 

When Your Classroom Angels Forget Their Halos:   

Discipline Strategies for Preschool Teachers    Jennifer Vann 

Guiding young minds takes your full attention but when one of your angels throws their halo like a Frisbee 

and leaves a wake of hurt feelings (and sometimes knocked noggins!) you want to be ready with a plan of 

action.  This presentation will cover some basic development theories and provide specific strategies for 

dealing with discipline in the classroom.  Additionally, we’ll spend some time talking specifically about 

strategies for bullies and victims and how to engage parents in the process.  Video clips, feelings charts, 

and ridiculous examples guaranteed! 

(Appropriate for Two’s, Three’s, Four’s, Kindergarten, First, Second, & Third Grade) 

 

The Benefits of Being Resilient!       Donna House 

Children who learn resilience perform better academically, socially and throughout life.  Researchers 

recommend that resilience be taught to young children in school and at home.  Come learn simple 

classroom activities that build resiliency traits! 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Creativity vs. Crafts:  Exploring How Children Learn    Betsy Nemec. 

Participants will explore effective models of participatory learning and how craft projects or other activities 

best engage children and promote maximum growth. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 

 

Closing Session – Under One Sky       Julie Austin 

Let’s join together in song as we celebrate the 60th Anniversary of the Georgia Preschool Association. 

Singing together creates classroom community as well as teaching social skills, language development, 

vocal and rhythmic competency and just plain old having fun in our classrooms each day!  We will learn 

songs with movement, story songs, songs about friendship, and how to use music to enhance children’s 

creativity.  We will close with the beautiful and moving song, “Under One Sky, We Are All a Part of 

Everything”. 

(Appropriate for all ages) 


